The Car Keeper Announces Opening of New Auto Spa and
Detailing Center in Phoenix
The Car Keeper in Phoenix, Arizona announced the opening of a state of the art auto
spa and detailing facility to meet the growing need for automotive exterior and interior
care.
The Car Keeper in Phoenix, Arizona announced the opening of a state of the art auto spa and
detailing facility to meet the growing need for automotive exterior and interior care.Phoenix, United
States - March 14, 2017 /PressCable/ -- It's obvious how people always wants to look beautiful, and
they extend this interest also to their cars by making them look beautiful. However, that cannot
always happen since the beauty, and the gloss of cars begin to disappear slowly due to
environmental and work conditions. With a great desire to help bring back the gloss and fresh look
of cars and other automobiles, the Car Keeper has announced the opening of its new auto spa and
detailing center in Phoenix.
"Auto detailing is normally practiced all throughout the world, and it involves polishing the outer
appearance only, explained Kenneth Marquis. "Though we extend this to the interiors of the cars
also as we will wax, polish and do a thorough cleaning of your automobiles essentially to make it
look sleek and beautiful. We will correct the paint defects, and ensure that the scratches and other
marks on the exterior of the automobile are polished completely."
The Car Keeper auto spa and detailing services are handled meticulously by professionals to ensure
the beauty of vehicles are restored, and people's investment is protected. Also, they are experts at
preparing vehicles to make sure car owners get paid the most on their used vehicle whenever they
want to sell. The Car Keeper will detail vehicles before it gets appraised and they know what
appraisers are looking for and will maximize the price of vehicles in their care.
"Maintenance of the car not only keeps it in good condition, but it also protects the vehicle for years
to come, thus enhancing its value as it ages," the Car Keeper team added.
The Car Keeper experienced staff provides every customer with the high-quality service they
deserve while paying close attention to their individual needs. They do not believe in a
'one-size-fits-all' solution - The Car Keeper is dedicated to providing each of their customers with the
perfect solution that suits their needs.
Contact Info:Name: Timothy UpshawOrganization: The Car KeeperAddress: 1645 W Dunlap Ave
#9, Phoenix, AZ 85021, United StatesPhone: +1-602-362-4772For more information, please visit
http://thecarkeeper.com/Source: PressCableRelease ID: 177829
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